
Many lights on the market simply aren’t suitable for really growing plants. Incandescent lighting (ordinary light
bulbs, spot lights, "plants lights," etc.) shouldn't be considered.  They’re inefficient, not bright enough and have an
incorrect color spectrum. If you want to grow plants using artificial light, there are two kinds of lights to be aware
of: High-Intensity Discharge (HID) lights and fluorescent lights.

HID Grow Lights
High-Intensity Discharge lights come as close to natural light as technology allows.  However, they’re not so sophis-
ticated as to completely reproduce the full spectrum. Consequently, two types of HIDs have been created to blend
into a cohesive spectrum -- the Metal Halide and the High Pressure Sodium.  These lamps produce four to six times
as many lumens as any incandescent light of the same wattage-- and they last much longer.  As close to natural
sunlight as possible and even safer than a star?  We guarantee these lights will never burst into a supernova or col-
lapse in on their own gravity becoming a black hole and destroying the earth.  Nope.  Never ever.

An HID lighting system includes a ballast that runs a light socket, powering a bulb.  A reflective hood sits around
the bulb and  focuses light onto plants that would otherwise be lost.  Reflectors are either painted white inside or
plated with a highly reflective aluminum or brilliant chrome.  Some reflectors allow for air cooling, which exhausts
hot air out from  the bulb and out of the room.

Metal Halide (MH)
These lamps bathe plants in light from the blue end of the spectrum.  They are commonly used in the early vege-
tative stages of blooming plants’ growth to create a strong plant which has large leaves and a thick stems to feed
the fruit.  One of the  major benefits of MH lamps is that they promote tight internodal spacing between branches,
keeping plants from stretching.  MH light is used for plants that are expected to grow many leaves and become
bushy, such as lettuce, spinach, cabbage and herbsRecent strides in lighting technology have begun to produce MH
bulbs that will reproduce a deeper more balanced “Blue” spectrum .  The Hortilux Blue is an amazing “Full
Spectrum” bulb with a CRI rating of 90+. The SunMaster Cool Deluxe is a cheaper alternative to the Hortilux Blue,
which although it does not put out as intense light,  it does produce tight internodal spacing and deep green leaves.

High Pressure Sodium (HPS)
HPS bulbs reproduce light from the red/orange end of the spectrum.  Plants use this light in reproductive process-
es,  which means that HPS bulbs help your plants to produce more fruits and flowers. Exposing plants solely to a
red spectrum light tends to make them stretch, lose their color and start to look downright unnatural. New HPS
bulbs are available to include blue light to promote better vegetative growth.  Our personal favorite is the Hortilux.
If you’re only going to use one lamp, we recommend an balanced spectrum HPS, especially for plants that flower.

Fluorescents
For most of plant growing history, fluorescents have best been used during early plant stages - when using a larger
wattage light would be a bit like frying an egg on the sidewalk. They are mainly used to sprout seedlings and initi-
ate rooting in cuttings.  They cover a wide spectrum, but until recently they were not capalbe of growing healthy
plants full term.  

All that has changed with the new high output fluorescent lights that have just hit the market.   These lamps have
extremely high lumen per watt ratings and can be used for full term lighting in place of HID lights.  The advantages
of these lights are that they are very low in heat production and can be hung very close to the plant canopy, thus
raising light levels. They are great for growing healthy powerful plants ready to take off into bloom !

WHICH LIGHT IS RIGHT FOR ME?



Digital Lighting
Electronic (Digital) Ballasts are ushering in the new age of indoor grow lighting,  prov-
ing equal or increased light compared to the conventional core and coil Magnetic bal-
lasts. Digintal ballasts do this at a more afforadable cost (due to their greater effi-
ciency and less power usage.)  Digital Ballasts offer less heat production and virtu-
ally silent opperation.  They are also much lighter and smaller than their archaic hulk-
ing brethren. There are many different Digital Ballasts to choose from on the market
today.  All come from China (not a single Digital Ballast is made in the U.S. or any
other country for that matter,) and most are faulty or poorly crafted.  Stay far away
from the FutureBrites or the Global GreenHouses (or any other Digital ballast with a
fan - the good ones are at least Resin Sealed)  We think the Lumateks are easily the best Digital Ballast on the mar-
ket today.  They are resin sealed, and produce the least amount of EMI (electro- magnetic interference) of any elec-
tronic ballast and conform to all international Electro-magnetic emission standards.  What makes them really spe-
cial is that they are 15-20% brighter than Standard Magnetic Ballasts and also most Digital Ballasts as well.  Next
to the Lumateks,  nothing else really compares, but we had to choose another ballast it would be the Galaxy.

Enhanced Spectrum Bulbs
Enhanced Spectrum bulbs produce a richer and more complete spectrum of light that is more accessible by plants.
An enhanced spectrum HPS bulb (like the Lucalux - PSL or the Hortilux) is one that puts off more Blue light when
compared to a standard High Pressure Sodium, which only emits Red and Orange light.  An enhanced spectrum
Metal Halidebulb puts either more Red or Orange light when compared to a standard MH (as in the SunMaster Warm
Deluxe) or conversely a deeper richer spectrum of Blue light (for example, the SunMaster Cool Deluxe or the Hortilux
Blue.  Enhanced bulbs will either promote more Fruit and more Flowers, help with the overall vitality of the plant,
or it keep the internodes tighter,  and the leaves larger and greener. 

Full Spectrum “Dual Arc Tube” Bulbs
There is a new kind of bulb that has hit the market which contains two arc tubes within it.  It is,  in essence, two
bulbs in one.  The Hortiux Super Blue contains both a 600w High Pressure Sodium arc tube and a 400w Metal Halide
arc tube within its glass housing.  This creates a true “Full Spectrum” canopy of light for plants to bathe and grow
in.  The light produced by these bulbs is lower in overall lumens created but very highly absorbable to plants.  

Compact Fluorescents
Along with T5 lights, Compact Fluorescents are great at providing a good light with very little heat.  They are also
affordable when compared to HID lights providing the same amount of light.  What makes Compact Fluorescents
great for some applications is that the light emits from a single source as opposed to long banks of light like those
found in normal (T12) fluorescents or those found in High Output (T5) Fluorescent banks.  These work well in cre-
ating a square of light for plants to bask and grow in.  A 100-125 watt Compact Fluorescent is good for a 1x1 to
1.5x1.5 Grow Space which can either house Vegetative Plants or Parent Plants (from which a grower can take cut-
tings from).  A 250 watt Compact Fluorescent can provide enough light for a 2x2 Grow Space housing either Parents
or Vegetative Plants.  In our experience these bulbs do NOT do well with Blooming - Fruit / Flowering Plants.

High Output (T5) Fluorescents
High Output (T5) Fluorescents are relatively new to this industry.  They put off twice the amount of light when com-
pared to normal (T12) Fluorescents for the same electrical costs.  An example would be a standard, two-foot T12
fluorescent bulb,  which gives off 1000 lumens compared to a T5 two-foot bulb which gives off 2000 lumens - both
use the same wattage.  High Output Fluorescents,  like Compact fluorescents do really well Vegetatively growing
plants or keeping Parent plants healthy.  They can spread the light out over a square area (as in the the two-foot,
8 bulb fixture, taking up 2 ft. x 2 ft. of space) or over rectangular areas (as in the four-foot. 4 bulb or the four-foott.
8 bulb light fixtures) very well.  High output Fluorescents put off very little heat compared to the great amount of
light that they produce.  As with Compact Fluorescents,  these lights are not recommended for Fruiting or Flowering.
These T5’s need to be run in specific fixtures with special electronic ballasts that can power their output such as
the New Wave,  Tek Light,  SunBlaze,  or Hydrofarm Commercial units. 
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